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IntroductionIntroduction
IP over WDM networkIP over WDM network

Protection and restoration mechanisms can be Protection and restoration mechanisms can be 
provided at IP layer or WDM layerprovided at IP layer or WDM layer
IP layer survivability mechanisms can handle failures IP layer survivability mechanisms can handle failures 
that occurs at both layersthat occurs at both layers
Each logical (IP) link is mapped on the physical (WDM) Each logical (IP) link is mapped on the physical (WDM) 
topology as a topology as a lightpathlightpath

In this paperIn this paper
Only IP restoration is consideredOnly IP restoration is considered
The existence of a link/node survivable mapping for The existence of a link/node survivable mapping for 
general mesh topologies at both layers are studiedgeneral mesh topologies at both layers are studied
SMARTSMART–– an efficient and scalable algorithm that an efficient and scalable algorithm that 
searches for a survivable mapping is proposedsearches for a survivable mapping is proposed



NotationNotation

φφ corresponds to the corresponds to the physicalphysical topologytopology
LL corresponds to the corresponds to the logicallogical topologytopology
C corresponds to the C corresponds to the contractedcontracted topologytopology
a, b, c, d, e, a, b, c, d, e, …… are used to denote edges/linksare used to denote edges/links
u, v, w, u, v, w, …… are used to denote vertices/nodesare used to denote vertices/nodes
pp is used to denote a path, is used to denote a path, ppv,uv,u: a path from : a path from vv to to uu
GGφφ = (V, E= (V, Eφφ), G), GLL = (V, E= (V, ELL) ) physical and logicalphysical and logical
PPφφ be a set of all possible physical path, A be a set of all possible physical path, A ⊂⊂ EELL, a , a 
mappingmapping MMAA is a functionis a function MMAA: A: A PPφφ



Mapping ExamplesMapping Examples



Contraction and OriginContraction and Origin



SurvivabilitySurvivability

LetLet GGLL = (V, E= (V, ELL), A), A ⊂⊂ EELL, G, GCC = (V= (VCC, E, ECC) = G) = GLL↓↓A A , , 
taketake anyany connected connected subgraphsubgraph GGsubsub = (= (VVsubsub , B),, B),
let let MMBB be a mapping of the logical link set be a mapping of the logical link set BB

[[GGsubsub, , MMBB] is ] is linklink--survivablesurvivable if the failure of any single if the failure of any single 
physical link physical link eeφφ does not disconnect does not disconnect GGsubsub

[[GGsubsub, , MMBB] is ] is nodenode--survivablesurvivable if the failure of any single if the failure of any single 
node node v*v* ∈∈ VV does not disconnect the graphdoes not disconnect the graph
GGsubsub \\ {{vvCC ∈∈ GGsubsub : : OriginOrigin((vvCC) = ) = v*v*}}
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Examples of SurvivabilityExamples of Survivability

Link-survivable
Not node-survivableLink- and node-survivable



Piecewise SurvivabilityPiecewise Survivability

Let Let MMAA be a mapping of a set be a mapping of a set AA ⊂⊂ EELL on the on the 
physical topology physical topology 

[[GGLL, , MMAA] is piecewise link/node] is piecewise link/node--survivable if for every survivable if for every 
vertex vertex vvCC of the contracted logical topology of the contracted logical topology GGLL↓↓A ,A , the the 
pair [pair [OriginOrigin((vvCC), ), MMAA] is link/node] is link/node--survivablesurvivable

Example: in Fig. 1a, the pair Example: in Fig. 1a, the pair [[GGLL, , MMAA] is piecewise ] is piecewise 
linklink-- and nodeand node--survivablesurvivable



Expansion of SurvivabilityExpansion of Survivability

Theorem 1:Theorem 1:
Let Let MMAA be a mapping of a set of logical edges be a mapping of a set of logical edges 
AA ⊂⊂ EELL on the physical topology on the physical topology GGφφ, such that , such that 
the pair the pair [[GGLL, , MMAA] is piecewise link/node] is piecewise link/node--survivablesurvivable
Let Let GGCC = G= GLL↓↓A, A, take any take any subgraphsubgraph of of GGCC, call it , call it GGsubsub = = 
((VVsubsub , B), B)
Let Let MMBB be a mapping of the set be a mapping of the set B B 

If the pair [If the pair [GGsubsub, , MMBB] is link/node] is link/node--survivable then the survivable then the 
pair [pair [Origin(Origin(GGsubsub), ), MMAA∪∪MMB B ] is also link/node] is also link/node--
survivablesurvivable
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Existence of a Survivable MappingExistence of a Survivable Mapping

Theorem 2:Theorem 2:
Let Let MMAA be a mapping of a set of logical edges be a mapping of a set of logical edges 
AA ⊂⊂ EELL, such that the pair , such that the pair [[GGLL, , MMAA] is piecewise ] is piecewise 
link/nodelink/node--survivablesurvivable

A link/node survivable mapping A link/node survivable mapping MMsurvsurv of a set of a set 
GGLL on on GGφφ exists if and only ifexists if and only if
There exists a mapping There exists a mapping M M survsurv of the set of of the set of 
logical links logical links EELL\\AA on on GGφφ, such that the pair , such that the pair 
[[GGLL↓↓A, A, M M survsurv] is link/node] is link/node--survivablesurvivable

EELL

EELL\\AA

EELL\\AA



SMART Algorithm (1/2)SMART Algorithm (1/2)
(Survivable Mapping Algorithm by Ring Trimming)(Survivable Mapping Algorithm by Ring Trimming)



SMART Algorithm (2/2)SMART Algorithm (2/2)

SMART converges if the contracted topology SMART converges if the contracted topology GGCC

converges to a single nodeconverges to a single node
SMART does not converge if SMART terminates SMART does not converge if SMART terminates 
before before GGCC converges to a single node, andconverges to a single node, and
the the remaining contracted logical topologyremaining contracted logical topology
GGCC = G= GLL↓↓A is A is piecewise link/node survivablepiecewise link/node survivable



Application of SMARTApplication of SMART



Formal Verification of Existence of Formal Verification of Existence of 
Survivable MappingSurvivable Mapping

Two methods to verify the existence of a Two methods to verify the existence of a 
link/nodelink/node--survivable mapping for survivable mapping for GGLL↓↓AA

Exhaustive Search (ESExhaustive Search (ES--remrem))
Separated Path check (Separated Path check (SepPathSepPath))

If If GGLL↓↓A A contains a path contains a path ppCC such that all nodes on such that all nodes on 
ppCC, but the first and the last ones, are of degree 2, , but the first and the last ones, are of degree 2, 
then all  the logical links in then all  the logical links in ppCC must be mapped must be mapped 
edgeedge--disjointlydisjointly to enable linkto enable link--survivabilitysurvivability
Failure of an exhaustive search for an edgeFailure of an exhaustive search for an edge--
disjoint mapping of disjoint mapping of ppCC will prove impossibilitywill prove impossibility



Modifying Topology to enable MappingModifying Topology to enable Mapping

After SMART, the remaining contracted logical After SMART, the remaining contracted logical 
topology topology GGLL↓↓A A and the piecewiseand the piecewise--survivable survivable 
mapping mapping MMAA are returnedare returned

Choose at random two nodes Choose at random two nodes uuCC, , vvCC in in GGLL↓↓A A and pick and pick 
any two nodes any two nodes u, vu, v in in GGLL, such that , such that uu ∈∈ Origin(Origin(uuCC))
and and v v ∈∈ Origin(Origin(vvCC))
Connect u and v with an additional logical/physical Connect u and v with an additional logical/physical 
linklink
If this link already exists, repeat the procedureIf this link already exists, repeat the procedure



SimulationSimulation

Physical topologiesPhysical topologies

Logical topologies: 2Logical topologies: 2--nodenode--connected random connected random 
graphs of various average vertex degreegraphs of various average vertex degree

A fraction f of edges is deleted



Simulation ResultsSimulation Results
For each number of nodes  For each number of nodes  

Generate a number of physical/logical topology pairsGenerate a number of physical/logical topology pairs
Keep first 1000 for which SMART does not convergeKeep first 1000 for which SMART does not converge



Simulation ResultsSimulation Results



ConclusionConclusion

Piecewise survivable mapping enablesPiecewise survivable mapping enables
Verification of the existence of a survivable mappingVerification of the existence of a survivable mapping
Tracing vulnerable areas in a network and pointing Tracing vulnerable areas in a network and pointing 
where new links should be addedwhere new links should be added
Combination of SMART algorithm and formal analysis Combination of SMART algorithm and formal analysis 
of the survivability problem of the survivability problem –– giving a powerful tool to giving a powerful tool to 
designing, diagnosing and upgrading the topologies in designing, diagnosing and upgrading the topologies in 
IP over WDM networksIP over WDM networks

Future workFuture work
Address the capacityAddress the capacity--constrainedconstrained--version problemversion problem
Consider the case of multiple failuresConsider the case of multiple failures


